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Abstract

With the rapid development of technology, information systems can be developed and used to help people obtain information more easily. One of the systems that is popularly used to present critical information is the operational dashboard which is commonly used in manufacturing industries. Manufacture itself means a process to convert raw materials into a product. It consists of a few processes, namely planning and choosing materials, as well as going through various machine processes that is known as a production line. In each of the production lines, there are line leaders to monitor line performances as well as identify and solve the problem that arises. However, without access to the real-time data of the line performance, it will be difficult to identify the problem and increase the probability of making the wrong choice and additional losses. For that reason, this research aims to analyze, design, and develop a web-based operational dashboard that displays generally used data. Using PHP, JavaScript, Bootstrap as well as SQL Server, the writer succeeded in developing a web-based operational dashboard that could help line leaders in accessing real-time production line data hence allowing them to make a better judgement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of technology, information systems can be developed and used to help people obtain information more easily. One of the systems that is popularly used to present critical information at a glance is dashboard [1].

According to Oxford dictionary, dashboard is a graphical summary of various information which is used to give an overview of a business. There are many types of dashboard, ranging from the dashboard that are available on vehicles, which display the controls for our vehicle to data dashboard, which displays a detailed graphic summary of the company's data. One of the types of data dashboard is operational dashboard. This type of dashboard is usually used in manufacturing industries.

Manufacturing or manufacture is a word that originated from Latin, manus and factus, which translates as a process to convert raw materials into a product [2]. Manufacture itself consists of a few processes, namely planning raw materials, choosing materials, as well as going through various machine processes or stations and operations that have been organized [3]. The various stations that the materials will go through are usually arranged in order of the manufacturing process, which is usually known as production line.

In the production lines, there are inputs, outputs, and units. A unit is any item that is being processed [4]. The unit that goes through each of the stations in production line for the first time are called inputs, and the unit that has passed the stations in production line with good quality are considered as output. In some cases where the quality of a unit failed to reach the minimum standard, the unit is then re-tested for a maximum of three times and will be considered output if it passed and sent to repair line if it failed to reach the minimum standard.

In each of the production lines, there are line leaders who oversee and monitor the line performances as well as identify and solve problems that arise during the manufacturing process. However, if line leaders don’t have any access to the real-time data
of the line performance on hand, tackling problems that arise would be difficult as not only it would increase the probability of making the wrong choice, but also additional waiting time and line losses. In this kind of case, having an operational dashboard for each production line would be helpful for line leaders as it could greatly reduce the time needed for line leaders to acquire line’s data since it displays a detailed graphic summary of the line’s data, which would help line leaders in making a better decision and waiting time as well as losses could be reduced greatly. While manufacturing industries uses the same kind of operational dashboard, the types of data that is displayed on the dashboard might differ. For that reason, there is a need for an operational dashboard that displays real-time data to help line leaders in making a better choice while monitoring the line performances. The operational dashboard would be developed as web-based so that it can be hosted on a server computer, which will allow user to access it easily. The data displayed consists of general information that the writer think could assist in monitoring line performances.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The method used in developing this project is scrum methodology. Scrum is one of the commonly used software development frameworks that adopts agile methodology [5]. Scrum methodology helps programmers to develop products incrementally by aiding programmers in working coordinately by dividing their works into small tasks that are ranked according to priority which can be completed in fixed duration cycles or “sprints” while tracking their work progress and re-plan tasks in regular meetings [6]. The roles required in implementing Scrum are supervisor as scrum master, product owner and team will be fulfilled by us. Scrum requires us to be flexible in our plans, so we can always improve and deliver the most value [7]. By using Scrum, we will be able to plan and work on the project flexibly and objectively if there are changes needed as it prioritizes flexibility in its development.

As shown in Figure 1, scrum process starts with backlog. Product backlog is a list of user stories, feature that user wants in the application. In this phase, we will list out the types of data that is generally needed in the dashboard, this includes choosing the types of charts that will be used to display each type of data in the dashboard. These product backlogs will then be sorted according to priorities and taken into sprint planning. In the sprint planning phase, team will have a brief meeting to plan with scrum master to clarify what should be done in the upcoming sprint, what is the output and how to achieve it. Team will select a set of tasks from updated product backlog, according to the highest priority, estimate the time needed to finish and proceed to kick off the sprint. After planning, team will start working on the set of tasks in the current sprint from the highest priority. The tasks then will be executed into code format. The UI (User Interface) will be developed using HTML/CSS, and the backend will be using PHP and jQuery. Meanwhile, the database used to store data is SQL Server. The next process is Daily Scrum which is also known as Scrum Sprint. In this phase, team will keep track on the progress of each task, update any new information and plan for the upcoming week or month in weekly sprint meeting with scrum master. This is to ensure that all tasks are right on track. After a sprint is finished, the last phase is Sprint review. In this phase, team will review the result of the sprint together with scrum master to prove that we’re moving towards the right direction and to get feedbacks from scrum master on the current sprint result so team would know what could be improved in the upcoming sprint which could help in the upcoming sprint planning. If all the product backlog is finished, the design and development of UI (User Interface) and backend of the dashboard should also be finished, and the sprint will end.
III. RESULTS

A. Activity Diagram

The process of how this dashboard system works is shown in Figure 2. When user first access the dashboard, user would see the dashboard page directly, user then can setup the dashboard according to their needs. The dashboard will only start after user clicked on the start button with all values filled during setup. When the dashboard is started, it will then request dashboard data to the server, which the server will respond with the data that will be displayed onto the dashboard’s charts. After started, the dashboard would periodically request data from the server if the system is not stopped by the user. If the user stopped the dashboard, then the process will end.

Figure 2: Dashboard System Activity Diagram
B. Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD)

From the designed database schema show on Figure 3, table Dashboard is used as the main table for this system. The table dashboard will contain the data of units that has gone through each station. It has ID as its primary key. Table dashboard referenced to multiple tables for foreign key relation, namely column StationName from table Station which is used to store station’s name of the current station or process that the unit goes through, column ErrorCode from table ErrorCode used to store error codes when a specific unit fails to reach the minimum standard, and column ModelNo from table Model which is used to store the model name of the unit. The next table is table Station. This table contains all the stations name and has ID as the primary key which is referenced as a foreign key relation with multiple tables. The first table that referenced column ID from table station as foreign key is table StationSequence, which contains the organized sequence and details of the stations that a model will go through. The second table is table Dashboard to store the station name and lastly, table StationRoute, which is used to store the list of stations that a model needed to go through. The table Station also referenced to table Area for column AreaId to know which area the station is. Table Area’s primary key, Id, is also referenced as foreign key in table StationRoute. In table StationRoute, column ModelNo is referenced from table Model’s primary key. Table model is used to store the model of all customer, where the column customer is referenced to table Customer’s column name. Lastly this database schema also has the table user that is not related to any other table. This table is used to store user’s name and their image to show in the dashboard interface.

C. Discussion

The web-based operational dashboard is successfully developed using PHP, JavaScript and Bootstrap programming language as well as SQL Server as database and has successfully hosted on Internet Information Services (IIS).
When user first access the webpage, the dashboard interface will be displayed directly as shown in Figure 4. Following will be detailed explanation of the dashboard interface by parts.

First part of this dashboard is shown in Figure 5, which is the navigation bar. The navigation bar consists of a hamburger menu and title on the left part, and details of the dashboard that has been set up on the right part. When clicked on the hamburger menu, a sidebar to set up this dashboard will show up. Dashboard setup sidebar is broken down into two parts and shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

In the first half of the sidebar consists of 6 combo boxes for user to choose. In Figure 6, the combo boxes have been filled up for testing purposes. The first combo box, AREA, is for user to choose which area of production line will the dashboard
be used. The next combo box is CUSTOMER, user will choose for which customer is this production line running for, this combo box is also used to filter model by customer chosen. After choosing customer, user will be able to select the model of product that will be running on the production line in the MODELNO combo box. In the LINE combo box, user will be able to choose which line is this dashboard for, as this dashboard will only show information of the line selected. The next combo box is INPUT STATION, this combo box will allow user to select a station for the dashboard to get input data according to the station selected. Same goes for the OUTPUT STATION combo box. With the input station and output station chosen, the dashboard will display data of the two chosen station and the station between them according to the station sequence.

In the second half of the sidebar, user will be able to choose the SHIFT TIME and BREAK TIME with the date time picker for the dashboard. This is to ensure that the dashboard is flexible enough to be used because not all manufacturing company has the same shift schedule. The next three combo box is for Person-In-Charge (PIC). This is where user select the PIC of the line that will be displayed in the dashboard. If there is only one PIC, then user can just leave the other two empty. Currently, only three PIC is available in this dashboard. The last text box that user needs to fill is TARGET. This is to show the output target of the line. After filling in all the values, there are two buttons in the bottom most of the sidebar. The default text for these two buttons is START and RESET. When button start is clicked, the system will start getting data from database and then the text of the start button would change to STOP. Lastly, the RESET button is to reset all remove all values that has been filled in. The following figure is an example of the dashboard interface when dashboard has been setup and started successfully.

As seen in Figure 8, with the dashboard started, the charts are filled up with data. The details of the dashboard on the right part of the navigation bar are also filled with the data user has chosen. This can be seen in Figure 9.
The second part of this dashboard is shown in Figure 10, which is a collection of cards that consist of target, input, output, and defect quantity of the specific line. From left to right, TARGET is taken from the quantity that user inputted as target during setup, INPUT is total quantity of every unit that passed through the INPUT STATION chosen for the first time, while OUTPUT is total quantity of unit that has passed the OUTPUT STATION with no defects. Lastly, DEFECT shows the quantity of component that is found defect during the production process in the shift chosen on that line.

The next part shown in Figure 11 is a chart. This chart is used to show hourly data and target of the line between the SHIFT TIME that has been set previously. The blue colored bar chart indicates input, while the orange bar chart indicates output. The quantity of input and output of the chart is taken according to the chosen INPUT STATION and OUTPUT STATION. Other than bar chart, there is also line chart to indicate target per hour, these target per hour is divided from the total target that has been inputted during set up.

The fourth part shown in Figure 12 is located on the right side of hourly chart. It consists of four pie charts, which are First Time Yield (FTY) per station chart, Rolled Throughput Yield (RTY) chart, Yield per station chart, and overall yield chart.
Both FTY per station and Yield per station chart displays data of all station by implementing a carousel to slide and show each station’s data periodically. The data for these pie charts are data that has been calculated using formulas by referencing various sources. Starting from FTY per station chart, FTY is the ratio of the number of good units that comes out of a process to the number of units that goes in the process [8]. The data for this chart uses the following formula.

\[
Fist Time Yield = \left[ \frac{\text{Number of Product Without Error}}{\text{Total Numbers of Products}} \right]
\]

From the formula given in 1, number of products without error means total of units that went under the production line process and coming out of the process without errors, while total number of products is the total quantity of units that went in the process. An example of calculation of FTY is as follow. The total quantity of units that goes into process A is 100, and from 100 units, 20 of them has errors. While process B has 80 units going into the process and has 10 errors. This means for process A, the number of products without error is 80, and total number of products is 100. So, the FTY for process A is 80/100. Meanwhile for process B, number of products without error is 70 and total number of products is 80. So, the FTY for process B is 70/80.

\[
RTY = [(FTY_1) \times (FTY_2) \times (FTY_3) \times (FTY_4) \times (FTY_5)]
\]

Using the previous FTY calculation of process A as FTY1 and process B as FTY2, the RTY can be calculated as following.

RTY = (80/100) \times (70/80)
RTY = 70/100

Yield = \left[ \frac{\text{Good Units Produced}}{\text{The Numbers of Units Entering The Process}} \right]

The two last charts are yield per station and overall yield chart. Both yield per station and overall yield chart uses formula shown in 3. As the formula wrote, yield is the ratio of good units produced to the number of units entering the station [4]. From the above formula, good units produced means units that total unit that comes out of the station without error, unlike FTY, which only counts total units that passed without the ones after going to re-tests, the good units in yield includes all the units that comes out without error, whether if it has been re-tested or not. Next is the number of units entering the process, this means the total quantity of units that goes in all the stations.

The last part of this dashboard is the top 5 defect table. As the title of the table suggests, this table shows the top 5 defects in all the station. It will show the error code, description of the error and total quantity of the error which will be ordered by the most amount of error.

The fifth part of this dashboard is the Person-In-Charge (PIC). Currently, the dashboard can display a maximum of three PIC that has been chosen during setup. The PIC’s image and name will be displayed directly when their name is chosen during setup.
D. Black Box Testing

1) Form Functionality

Table I: Form Functionality Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Selecting PIC</td>
<td>Image and name of selected PIC will show directly in the PIC interface</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Start Button Functionality

Table II: Start Button Functionality Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Starting dashboard without filling all values with exception of PIC and break time</td>
<td>A pop-up would be shown asking user to fill all values.</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Starting dashboard with break time outside the time range of shift time</td>
<td>A pop-up would be shown warning user to select a break time inside time range of shift time</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Starting dashboard with quantity 0 as target</td>
<td>A pop-up would be shown warning the user of invalid target quantity</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Starting dashboard with all values filled</td>
<td>Dashboard starts and display data according to the setup and start button text changes to STOP</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Stop Button Functionality

Table III: Stop Button Functionality Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Click on stop button while dashboard is started</td>
<td>A pop-up would be shown to notify user that the dashboard has been stopped, the dashboard stops loading new data and the text on stop button would change into CONTINUE</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) Continue Button Functionality

Table IV: Stop Button Functionality Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Click on continue button when the dashboard is stopped</td>
<td>Dashboard will continue to get data</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5) Reset Button Functionality

Table V: Stop Button Functionality Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Click on reset button while dashboard is started</td>
<td>A pop-up would be shown warning the user that the dashboard system is currently running</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Click on reset button when dashboard is stopped</td>
<td>All filled values will be cleared, and the dashboard user interface data will be cleared and return to default</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dashboard system is tested using two popularly used browsers which are Google Chrome and Microsoft Edge. The above test tables indicates that it is compatible with both browsers.

IV. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusion

From the result of developing and testing, the author has drawn several conclusions, namely:
1) The operational dashboard is compatible with Google Chrome and Microsoft Edge which is two of the popularly used browser.

2) The operational dashboard is believed to have display data that is needed by line leaders.

3) With this operational dashboard, the losses caused by unavailability of real-time data for line leaders to identify and solve problems can be suppressed.

4) With the dashboard hosted on a server computer’s IIS, it can be accessed by multiple computers with the same network at the same time.

B. Suggestions

From the result of developing and testing, there are a few suggestions and aspects which can be used as a guide to improve and taken in the future, such as:

1) Adding an accumulation input and output chart interface.

2) Making the interface more responsive and user-friendly.

3) Allowing the dashboard to be accessed through mobile phones.
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